
Test 14c au 13 

1. (40 POINTS) In a Chabot College physics lab experiment, a piece of balsa 

wood is completely submerged under the water. The wood is at rest and is 

tethered by a string to the bottom of a container of water. The balsa wood has 

volume is 1.34x10-6 m3 and density of 0.16 xlO 3 kg/m3
• Water, on the other 

hand, has density 1.00x103 kg/m3
• Answer the following questions and show 

all work and reasoning. 

(a) (2 points) What~· he direction of the buoyant force acting on the wood, 

up or down ? Circle 'u " or "down." 
(b) (1 points) What 1s he direction of the tension force acting on the wood, up 

or down ? Circle "up" or " own." 
(c) (1 points) What is the direction of the force of gravity acting on the wood, 

up or down ? Circle "up11 or '8own.' 
(d) (18 points) What is the magnitude T of the tension in the string? 

(e) (18 points) Suppose the string is cut and the piece of wood rises upward. 

What is the magnitude of the acceleration before the wood reaches the water 
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2. (18 POINTS) You are a medical professional attempting to explore the 

problem of blood pressure drops in diseased, narrowed arteries. The arteries 

have approximately circular cross-section. 

In a section of an artery, the diameter d1 is 0.0050 m and the speed v1 of the 

blood is 0.500 m/s. The section narrows into another segment of artery with 

diameter d2 = 0.0022 m • The height relative to the laboratory floor does not 

change (y1 = y2). The density of blood is l.06xl03 kg/m3
• NOTE: Th~ diagram 

below shows dimensions and arrows qualitatively and may not be exactly at 

scale. 

(a) (2 points) What is ~e circular cross-!ectional area A1 of the first sectio~ol 
artery? 4;-= 1(~ -::- ff,.~f-.(0 3)"2._ rT'2-S-No-P_ /Cf, f;3 r; f'JD "U1 

~ ~ -- '7- :::::-1.tf'1J.S- N0->'11// 
(b) (2 points) What is the circular cross-sectional area A2 of the second section _r 
? 11 '2~ -z rr(z .. ~~ro-~?.= --;./8'01>5 XtO(p-'IJ1 -::-6, sEt?I~~ )<1'0 

(c) (5 points) What is t fe SP.e. ed v2 in _!he !'arrow section of artery~ ff _ t % 
Yz :::.. "fl, vy;, "2... ·ti/• 'JS/a, ?Co/ s ~)-o ~ > e;r; - - l.. ~ 

(d) (7 points) What is the pressure iJiffe<!nce P1 -P2 between the two~ctions. ~ : 

(e) (2 points) Short answer in sentence form or math form; just 

clearly explain your work: l.t was mentioned in class a dr~p in pressure 

could lead to the collapse of the narrow section of artery. Explain. What would 

be one major consequence of such a collapse? ~ . 

P,-f J- (10t0o)v' .. = n +J_ (!Ofil o \V, 
I 2 /I /~ <::. ) c_, 

/>-t: ~ l~()(po)%~'12) _ 
I L ~ <. ~0 

Idl '---~- =- , (530)(?.~3 - is-oo 
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3. (40 points) 

A simple harmonic oscillator consists of a block of mass m = 2.10 kg attached to 

a horizontal spring of force constant k= 110 N/m. When t = 0, the position and 

horizontally directed velocity of block are: x0 = 0.140 m and v0 = 3.500 m/s, in 

that order. 4, .L l:A ~ - -l .4.ut /. C:. ....£ ..L rC ~ 
c._::::I C!°' I ---, ( - ~ '"'fV'cJ f ~ r l 0 

The position as a function of time has the form: '\\ <r 
tcuo)Jt' :::- ~C2-IY1--s)~ /. ~16) ~.l'KJJ · 
x = Acos(OJt+¢) -=._ /2_ .. a"(C~S- +fe07?~ /f -=::Cf, S'f:r?c,J 

{i)~ 'x-= lf-v== (O.~~~ ai.s-o:t) VfJ' = "?. li/f-11( 
(a) (17 points) Find amplitude A. If-( '{_ = c..) ,S 
(b) (2 points) What is the maximum value of the speed? What is the value of x 

when block has this maximum speed? 

(c) (2 points) What is the maximum value of the acceleration? What is the 

value of x when block has this maximum acceleration? 

(d) (3 points) What is the maximum value of the potential energy? What are 

the two values of x where block has this maximum potential energy? 

(e) (16 points) What is ¢ ? In what quadrant is the angle? 
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(~xtra Credit) (Tentatively 10 points) On Chinese New Year, a fireworks 
\swell explodes a distance h = 100 m above the ground, creating a colorful 

display of sparks and a loud sound. Person A standing at point A directly 
below the explosion detects a sound level of 110 db. Person B stands a 
distance D to the right of person A and detects a sound level of 100 dB. 
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